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Based on the Bloch equations, the general response of a nuclear by introducing the echo path concept. But there are many
spin-1

2 system to multiple RF pulses with arbitrary phases and flip cases where the rotation axis is not fixed in a particular
angles is presented. The general solution is expressed in a form direction. In the CPMG method (8) or the phase-cycling
including the pathway vectors specifying the magnetization paths procedures (9, 10) devised to correct the schematic errors
generated by a string of pulses. The pathway vectors are useful generated during data acquisition by the incompleteness of
for predicting the exact positions, magnitudes, and number of an instrument, RF pulses of various phase angles are required
echoes. Also, these vectors make it easy to trace the physical origin in the x–y plane. Besides, the rotation axis is not even in
of an echo formation. It is shown that the maximum number of

the x–y plane for the nuclei which are off resonance. There-echoes after N pulses is (3N01 0 1)/2 using this concept. q 1997
fore, the application of the analyses of Kaiser et al. is re-Academic Press
stricted.

In this work, we present the general solution of the Bloch
equations for pulse sequences, where each pulse has arbitraryINTRODUCTION
phase and flip angle, using the magnetization pathway vec-
tors. A magnetization path can be expressed by an array ofPulse NMR techniques have been developed with a lot
states which the nuclear magnetic moment experiences afterof discussions on echo signals with multiple pulses, and
each pulse. We defined ‘‘pathway vectors’’ to represent thethe discussion still continues. Spin echoes with multiple
pathways. This pathway vector is similar to the coherence-pulses have been analyzed independently in each applica-
transfer pathway vector introduced by Bodenhausen et al.tion depending on the rotation angle of the nuclear mo-
in the analysis of multiple-quantum-coherence signals (11) .ment, the direction of the rotation axis, the number of
While Bodenhausen’s vector takes the change of the coher-pulses, and whether the individual pulses are the same or
ence order due to an RF pulse as a vector element, ournot. In this work, we present the general solution for the
pathway vector consists of the coherence order itself whichresponse of a nuclear spin-1

2 system to arbitrary multiple
is more useful for describing the formation of echoes.pulses and show that the information on echoes such as

In the next section, the general response of a nuclearthe positions, magnitudes, and number is obtained simply
spin system to an arbitrary pulse sequence is obtained byfrom the general solution.
introducing the pathway vectors. The procedure for estimat-Generally, it is easy to analyze spin echoes with multiple
ing the magnitudes and positions of multiple echoes for arbi-RF pulses by the simple phenomenological Bloch equations.
trary multiple pulses from this general solution is given inThe response of a spin system obtained by solving the Bloch
the following section. The explicit solution of the well-equations is described by either the magnetization compo-
known three-pulse case is analyzed as an example of thisnents in the Cartesian coordinates (1, 2) or the rotating mag-
procedure. In the last section, the maximum number of ech-netization components (3–5) . The former is intuitive while
oes formed after N pulses is obtained, and it is explainedthe latter gives simple mathematical expressions. The rotat-
why our result differs from the previous report (2) .ing magnetization components are appropriate for describing

the response of a nuclear spin system to multiple pulses
because each component evolves time independently in the

THE RESPONSE OF A NUCLEAR SPIN SYSTEMabsence of RF pulses and the nuclear magnetization rotation
TO MULTIPLE PULSESmatrix due to an RF pulse is simple. The recent work study-

ing the response of a nuclear spin system using the rotating
magnetization components is the partition formalism of Kai- The motion of nuclear magnetization in a static field B0

along the z axis and a pulsed RF field B1 in the x–y planeser et al. (5–7) . They described the response of a spin
system to repetitive RF pulses that rotated the nuclear mag- is well described by the phenomenological Bloch equa-

tions asnetization by an arbitrary angle in a particular axis (x axis)
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115SPIN ECHOES AFTER ARBITRARY N PULSES

M{1 Å
1√
2

(|Mx 0 iMy) , [4]

M0 Å Mz . [5]

The transverse magnetization components M/1 and M01 ro-
tate clockwise and counterclockwise, respectively, and M0

is the longitudinal magnetization component. dm( t) repre-
sents m (Å/1, 01, 0)-state magnetization decay due to the
T2 or T1 relaxation processes, and g( t) represents 0-state
magnetization growth due to the T1 relaxation process during
the evolution period. While the time dependence of M{1 is
described by only one term which decays with a time con-
stant T2 keeping the past phase memory during the evolution
period, that of M0 is described by two terms. The first term
decays with a time constant T1 , also keeping the past phase
memory, but the second term grows with the same time
constant to the thermal equilibrium without phase coherence.
Since these magnetization states are mixed only by an RF
pulse and evolve independently in the absence of a pulse,FIG. 1. The orientation of the rotation axis of an RF pulse field in the
the description of the response of a spin system to multiplerotating frame. ve represents the effective field, and the other quantities are

defined in the text. pulses is simple.
If a pulsed RF field is applied for a short time Dt negligi-

ble compared to the relaxation times, the solution to Eq. [1]
at the end of the pulse is expressed asdM

dt
Å M 1 (Dvz / v1e) 0 1

T2

(Mxx / Myy)

M(t) Å M(t 0 Dt)rR(V; u, f) , [6]

/ 1
T1

(Meq 0 Mz)z , [1]
where

where M is the magnetization vector; x , y , and z are unit V Å Dt
√
v 2

1 / Dv 2 , [7]
vectors in the frame rotating at an angular frequency v; and
e is the unit vector in the direction of the pulsed RF field u Å tan01S v1

DvD , [8]
in the rotating frame (Fig. 1) . Meq is the equilibrium magne-
tization and T1 and T2 are the spin–lattice and spin–spin
relaxation times, respectively. The offset frequency Dv is

and f is the phase angle of the pulse (Fig. 1) . The generalthe difference between the resonance frequency, v0 Å gB0 ,
rotation of the magnetization R is composed of the Eulerand the RF frequency v, and v1 Å gB1 , g being the gyro-
rotation matrices as (12)magnetic ratio.

In the absence of a pulse, v1 Å 0. If the last pulse ended
R(V; u, f) Å Rz(f)Ry(u)Rz(V)R01

y (u)R01
z (f) . [9]at time t, the solution to Eq. [1] may be written as

If the magnetization vector M in Eq. [6] is expressed by
M{1( t / t) Å expF0S 1

T2

{ iDvD tGM{1(t) the rotating components in Eqs. [4] and [5], the rotation
matrix has the elements (13)

å d{1( t)exp(|iDvt)M{1(t) , [2]

[R(V; u, f)]11 Å e0iVcos4 u

2
/ 1

2
sin2u / e iVsin4 u

2
,[10]M0( t / t)

Å expS0 t

T1
DM0(t) / MeqF1 0 expS0 t

T1
DG

[R(V; u, f)]01 Å
1√
2

e ifsin uSe0iVcos2 u

2
å d0( t)M0(t) / Meqg( t) , [3]

0 cos u 0 e iVsin2 u

2D , [11]
where M{1 , M01 , and M0 are defined as
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where Mm0
is the magnetization of the initial m0 state,

[R(V; u, f)]011 Å
1
4

e i2fsin2u(e0iV 0 2 / e iV), [12] rmimi/1
is the (mi , mj/1) element of the rotation matrix R ,

and t 1 is the interval vector defined as
[R(V; u, f)]10 Å [R(V; u, 0f)]01 , [13]

t 1 Å (t1 , t2 , . . . , tN) . [20]
[R(V; u, f)]00 Å

1
2

(e0iVsin2u / 2 cos2u / e iVsin2u) ,

Here ti ( i õ N) is the time interval between the i th and ( i
[14] / 1)th pulses, and tN is the time elapsed after the Nth

pulse. A magnetization state formed through a subpathway is[R(V; u, f)]010 Å [R(0V; 0u, f)]01 , [15]
similarly described except that the initial value is Meqg(ti01)

[R(V; u, f)]101 Å [R(V; u, f)]011 , [16] instead of Mm0
. Defining the general interval vector t i Å

(ti , ti/1 , . . . , tN) , a magnetization state formed through a[R(V; u, f)]001 Å [R(0V; 0u, 0f)]01 , [17]
pathway vector mi is described as

[R(V; u, f)]0101 Å [R(0V; u, f)]11 . [18]

M( t , Dv; mi)

The elements of this rotation matrix in Cartesian coordinates Å Mmi01F∏
N

jÅi

r
mj01mj

dmj
(tj)Gexp[0iDv(mi

rt i)] , [21]
are too complicated to be practical. A simple representation
of the rotation matrix is another advantage we get by using
the rotating magnetization components. As shown in Fig. 1, where the initial magnetization Mmi01

is Mm0
or Meqg(ti01)

the angles u and f specify the direction of the rotation axis, according to whether the pathway vector is a main vector
and V the clockwise flip angle about the axis. Each element or a subvector. The time after the last pulse tN is now re-
of the rotation matrix represents the transfer fraction of a placed by a more familiar expression t .
magnetization state to another state by an RF pulse (4) . The pathway vector introduced here is analogous to the

Successive multiplication of the solutions in the presence coherence-transfer pathway vector Dp of Bodenhausen et
and absence of a pulse leads to the response of a spin system al. which is known to be useful for analyzing the signals in
to a pulse sequence. Generally, an RF pulse transfers one a multiple-quantum coherence. This vector takes the change
magnetization state to a sum of three magnetization states. of the coherence order by an RF pulse as an element, but
Each magnetization state evolves time independently in the our pathway vector takes the coherence order itself. The
absence of a pulse and is transferred to the linear combina- coherence order, or the index of the state, determines the
tion of three states again when another pulse is applied. A phase-angle change of a magnetization state during the evo-
pathway experienced by a magnetization component after N lution period as seen in Eq. [21]. Since an echo is formed
pulses can be represented by the array of the states after when the phase angle becomes zero as discussed in the next
each pulse as {m0 , m1 , . . . , mN}. Here m0 is the magnetiza- section, it is the coherence order itself rather than the coher-
tion state before the first pulse which is 0 if the initial state ence order difference that is directly related with echo forma-
is in thermal equilibrium, and mi ( i § 1) is the state after tion.
the i th pulse. A pathway may start not only from m0 but The total NMR signal from a sample is given by the
also in the middle of a pulse sequence as {0, mi , mi/1 , . . . , integral of Eq. [21] over various Dv. The state measured
mN} ( i ú 1). The subpathway like this indicates the path in quadrature detection is /1 or 01. If the /1 state is mea-
which starts from a longitudinal component generated in sured, only the pathway vectors whose last elements are /1
the interval between the ( i 0 1)th and i th pulses with no contribute to the signal. The signal observed after the Nth
coherence. The main pathway vector defined as m1 Å (m1 , pulse is
m2 , . . . , mN) and subpathway vectors defined as mi Å (mi ,
mi/1 , . . . , mN) ( i ú 1), dropping the first states in the

smi ( t) } *
`

0`

g(Dv)M( t , Dv; mi)d(Dv)pathways, are useful for describing the general response of
a spin system to multiple pulses as shown below.

From Eqs. [2] and [3] and Eq. [6] , a magnetization state Å Mmi01F∏
n

jÅi

rmj01mj
dmj

(tj)G *
`

0`

g(Dv)
formed through a main pathway can be expressed as

1 exp[0iDv(mi
rt i)]d(Dv) , [22]

M(m1) Å Mm0
rm0m1

rm1m2
rrrrmN01mN

dm1
(t1)dm2

for a pathway vector mi . Here g(Dv) is the normalized1 (t2)rrrdmN
(tN)exp[0iDv(m1

rt 1)] ,
distribution function of the external magnetic field, and the
dependence of the rotation matrix element rij on Dv is ne-[19]
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117SPIN ECHOES AFTER ARBITRARY N PULSES

glected for simplicity of calculation. One of the phenomena make echoes at the same time, whose dimensions are low-
ered from N 0 1 to N 0 n by eliminating the initial zeroesgenerated by this dependence is the edge echo which appears

even with a single RF pulse in a very inhomogeneous field of the corresponding main pathway vector one by one. Pre-
dicting echoes after a pulse sequence is equivalent to finding(3, 14) . After all, the NMR signal S( t) is obtained by sum-

ming Eq. [22] over all possible pathway vectors as the pathway vectors corresponding to the echoes. This pro-
cess of finding echoes is applicable not only after the last
pulse but also after any pulse in the middle of a pulse se-S( t) Å ∑

i

∑
mi

Smi ( t) . [23]
quence. But in the middle of a pulse sequence, some of the
expected echoes may not appear if the time interval between

This equation shows explicitly that the sum is accomplished adjacent pulses is not long enough.
over all the main and subpathway vectors. As an example, we apply the general solution to the case of

three pulses. If three pulses of flip angles a1 , a2, and a3 about
THE ANALYSIS OF MULTIPLE ECHOES the rotation axis u Å 907 and f Å 07 are applied to a spin

DUE TO MULTIPLE PULSES system with pulse intervals t1 and t2 (út1), five echoes are
observed. One is formed after the second pulse, and the other

The free-induction signal generally depends on the Fourier four are formed after the third pulse. The conventional primary
transform of the static magnetic field distribution g(Dv) as echo after the second pulse is generated by a pathway vector
seen in Eq. [22]. But at the echo time, i.e., when the inner (01, 1). Among the nine main pathway vectors with three
product of two vectors mi and t i is zero so that the kernel pulses, only a Å (01, 0, 1), b Å (0, 01, 1), c Å (01, 01,
of the Fourier transform becomes 1, the signal becomes 1), and d Å (1, 01, 1) generate echoes. Echoes are formed at
independent of external field inhomogeneity. Consequently, t Å t1 , t2, t1 / t2, and t2 0 t1, respectively,
for mi satisfying the following condition with positive t from mi

rt i Å 0. The subpathway vector generating an echo
after the final pulse is only (01, 1) which forms an echo at t

mi
rt i Å 0, [24] Å t2 as b. The echo amplitudes are obtained from Eq. [25] as

the echo amplitude is given by
Meqr

(1)
001r (2)

10 r (3)
01 d01(t1)d0(t2)d1(t1) , [26]

Meq[r (1)
00 d0(t1) / g(t1)]r (2)

001r (3)
11 d01(t2)d1(t2) , [27]smi ( t) } Mmi01 ∏

N

jÅi

rmj01mj
dmj

(tj) , [25]

Meqr
(1)
001r (2)

0101r (3)
011d01(t1)d01(t2)d1(t1 / t2) , [28]

because the field distribution function g(Dv) is normalized. Meqr
(1)
01 r (2)

101r (3)
011d1(t1)d01(t2)d1(t2 0 t1) , [29]

Of course, it is assumed that the angular precession fre-
quency remains constant in each interval between pulses. which are proportional to the following explicit expressions:
Otherwise, there will be signal decays owing to the extra
phase angle distribution in addition to the intrinsic relaxation
decay, such as the signal attenuation by molecular diffusion 1

2
sin a1sin a2sin a3exp(0t2 /T1 0 2t1 /T2) , [30]

in an inhomogeneous field.
Among the various pathway vectors, only those which [1 0 (1 0 cos a1)exp(0t1 /T1)]

satisfy Eq. [24] for positive t form echoes. With each echo,
one main pathway vector is related. If a main pathway form- 1 sin a2sin2 a3

2
exp(02t2 /T2) , [31]

ing an echo experiences 0 states initially, there are subpath-
ways forming echoes at the same echo time. Suppose that
a main pathway vector m1 Å (0, 0, . . . , 0, mi , mi/1 , . . . , sin a1cos2 a2

2
sin2 a3

2
exp[02(t1 / t2) /T2] , [32]

mN) ( i ú 1) having ( i 0 1) 0 states initially forms an echo
at time t . Then the subvectors mk Å (0, 0, . . . , mi , mi/1 ,
. . . , mN) ( i ú 1) having ( i 0 k) 0 states initially form 0sin a1sin2 a2

2
sin2 a3

2
exp(02t2 /T2) . [33]

echoes at the same time t . For example, suppose that a
main pathway vector forming an echo is (0, 0, 01, 1) in an
experiment with four pulses. Then the subpathway vectors This is the same as Woessner’s result (4) . By applying the

general solution using the magnetization pathway to any(0, 01, 1) and (01, 1) also satisfy Eq. [24] with same time
t . Therefore, these three pathway vectors make echoes at multiple-pulse sequence, we can easily obtain the number,

time, and magnitude of echoes with much less chance ofthe same position.
In general, for a main pathway vector having n succesive calculation mistakes, and also easily find the physical origin

of an echo. The concept of the magnetization pathway vector0 elements initially, there are n subpathway vectors that
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This difference is due to Das’s mistake in counting the
number of echoes with his complicated method. In the fol-
lowing, we point out his mistake and show that the results
are the same if the cases omitted in his analysis are included.
He counted the number of echoes as follows. Designating
yn as the number of echoes expected after n pulses,

(a) number of primary echoes due to interaction directly
between the n th pulse and any of the previous pulses Å
n01C1;

(b) number of primary echoes due to interaction between
the n th pulse and previous echoes Å yn01 / yn02 / rrr /
y1;FIG. 2. N-pulse sequence and the magnetization pathways.

(c) number of stimulated echoes between the n th pulse
and any two of the previous pulses Å n01C2;

(d) number of stimulated echoes between the n th and (nbecomes more useful with increasing number of pulses, es-
0 1)th pulses and a previous echo Å yn02 / yn03 / rrrpecially in predicting the number of echoes.
/ y1;

(e) number of quaternary mechanism echoes between theTHE NUMBER OF ECHOES AFTER N PULSES
n th pulse and the three previous pulses Å n01C3;

(f ) number of quaternary mechanism echoes between theAs mentioned above, an echo is formed if the scalar prod-
previous echoes and the last three pulses Å yn03 / yn04 /uct of mi and t i is zero. Therefore, an echo time is given
rrr / y1;by the difference between the time remaining at the 01 state

(g) number of (n 0 1)-mechanism echoes between theand that at the /1 state of the corresponding pathway. Let
n th pulse and (n 0 2) previous pulses Å n01Cn02;us consider a N-pulses sequence of which the intervals differ

(h) number of (n 0 1)-mechanism echoes between thefrom each other as depicted in Fig. 2. To be most general,
last pulses and the previous echoes Å y2 / y1;we further assume that the linear combinations of intervals

( i) number of n-mechanism echoes Å n01Cn01 Å 1.are also different from each other. In this condition, it is
guaranteed that there is no accidental disappearance of echo; The above echo-forming mechanisms can be classified into
that is, no echoes each of which is related with different two categories. One is due to the ‘‘interaction’’ between pulses,
main pathways appear at the same position. and the other between pulses and echoes. The number of echoes

Counting the number of echoes appearing after the final counted in terms (a), (c), (e), (g), and (i) belonging to the
pulse is equivalent to counting the main pathway vectors former is correct while in the terms (b), (d), (f ), and (h)
forming echoes, because subpathway vectors cannot form belonging to the latter some cases are missing. The number of
echoes at separate positions. The main pathway vector con- echoes counted in (b) is correct. In (d), however, yn02 / yn03
sisting of all zeroes cannot generate an echo. The half of / rrr / y1 is not the total number of echoes available by the
the remaining main pathway vectors can generate echoes mentioned mechanism. There are also ‘‘stimulated echoes’’
after the final pulse because if a main pathway vector cannot between the nth and (n 0 2)th pulses and a previous echo by
satisfy Eq. [24] for positive t , a vector formed by reversing the same mechanism. The number of these stimulated echoes
the sign of the elements except the last one can. The vector is yn03 / yn04 / rrr / y1 . Similarly, the number of echoes
made in this way also belongs to the main pathway vectors. between the nth and (n 0 3)th pulses and a previous echo is
Each element of a main pathway vector can have three differ- yn04/ yn05/ rrr/ y1 . Proceeding this way, the total number
ent values. Therefore, the total number of the main pathway of echoes expected in (d) is
vectors of N dimensions is 3N01 considering only pathways
ending with the /1 state. Subtracting the one consisting of yn02 / yn03 / yn04 / rrr / y1
only zeroes and dividing by 2 gives the total number of

/ yn03 / yn04 / rrr / y1echoes after N pulses

/yn04 / rrr / y1

EN Å 1
2 (3N01 0 1). [34]

:

/ y1This formula gives the number of echoes E1 Å 0, E2 Å 1,
E3 Å 4, E4 Å 13, E5 Å 40, and E6 Å 121 with 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, Å yn02 / 2yn03 / 3yn04 / rrr / (n 0 2)y1 . [35]
and 6 pulses, respectively, which disagree with Das’s results,
0, 1, 4, 13, 39, and 112 (2) . A similar correction is necessary in (f ) . The ‘‘quaternary
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119SPIN ECHOES AFTER ARBITRARY N PULSES

mechanism echoes’’ are also formed with the n th, (n 0 tion between pulses, 2 n01 0 1, the total number of echoes
is not1)th, and (n 0 3)th pulses and n th, (n 0 2)th, and (n 0

3)th pulses as well as with the n th, (n 0 1)th, and (n 0
yn Å n01C1 / n01C2 / rrr / n01Cn012)th pulses. The number of additional quaternary echoes

between the previous echoes and three pulses including the / [yn01 / 2yn02 / rrr / ryn0r
last and (n 0 3)th pulses is 2(yn04 / yn05 / rrr / y1) .

/ rrr / (n 0 1)y1]Similarly, the number of quaternary mechanism echoes ob-
tained by fixing the last and (n 0 4)th pulses is 3C1(yn05 Å 2 n01 0 1 / [yn01 / 2yn02 / rrr / (n 0 1)y1]
/ yn06 / rrr / y1) . Proceeding in this way, the total

[38]number of echoes expected in (f ) is

given by Das, but isyn03/ yn04/ yn05/ rrr/ yi / rrr/ y1

/ 2(yn04/ yn05/ rrr/ yi / rrr/ y1) yn Å 2 n01 0 1 / ∑
n01

rÅ1

2 r01yn0r . [39]
/ 3(yn05/ rrr/ yi / rrr/ y1)

: By replacing n by n / 1 in Eq. [39] and rearranging terms,
we get the following recursion relation:/(n0 3)y1

yn/1 Å 3yn / 1. [40]Å yn03/ 3yn04/ 6yn05/ rrr/ (n0 i0 2)(n0 i0 1)
2

yi /

With y1Å 0, this recursion relation gives the same formula as
in Eq. [34]. The formula always holds true without special

rrr / (n 0 3)(n 0 2)
2

y1 . [36]
conditions on the intervals between pulses as Das imposed,
unless echoes disappear accidently as mentioned above.

This counting structure is applicable until (h) . Conse-
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